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Subclasses and 
Superclasses

 

●  If class B extends class A, then class B is a SUBCLASS 
   of class A.  

●  Class A is Class B's SUPERCLASS. 

●  A class cannot extend more than one class 



  

     Inheritance
● Subclasses inherit all of the methods and variables of 
the super class

● Private variables and methods are not directly 
accessible – must be accessed through public accessor 
and mutator methods

● Constructors are never inherited

●  Inheritance goes all the way up the tree.  So a 
“GradStudent” object inherits from the Student and 
Person classes.



  

     Inheritance
● A subclass can add new instance variables and 
methods.

● A subclass can also override inherited methods.



  

Declaring Subclass 
Objects

● Subclasses are considered instances 
of their superclasses as well as 
instances of themselves.

Example: a GradStudent object is a 
Student and a Person object as well.  
A Person object is NOT a Student, 
however.



  

Which of these will result in an 
error?

a) Person a = new Student();
b) Person b = new Person();
c) Student c = new UnderGrad();
d) Student d = new Person();
e) GradStudent e = new Student();

Declaring Subclass 
Objects



  

These will result in an error!

a) Person a = new Student();
b) Person b = new Person();
c) Student c = new UnderGrad();
d) Student d = new Person();
e) GradStudent e = new Student();

The variable's type must be at the same level or higher 
up the tree than the object it contains

Subclass Objects



  

Subclass Objects
Why might you want to do this?

Person[] people = new Person[10];

People[0] = new Student();
People[1] = new UnderGrad();
People[2] = new GradStudent();
People[3] = new Person();

This flexibility causes all sorts of ambiguous problems 
that are solved by Overriding, Polymorphism, Dynamic 
Binding, the SUPER keyword, and Downcasting!



  

Overriding
● When a subclass has a method that is the same name 
as a method in its super class

● You can override private or public methods, but 
private methods must remain private.

● You cannot override static methods.
 

● What method is being overridden in our examples?



  

Polymorphism
Polymorphism describes the mechanism Java uses to 
chose which overridden method to call.  

Student a = new Student();
Student b = new UnderGrad();
Student c = new GradStudent();

Which calculateGrade() method is called?

a.calculateGrade();
b.calculateGrade();
c.calculateGrade();



  

Polymorphism
It is based on the type of the actual object, not the type of the 
variable.

Student a = new Student();
Student b = new UnderGrad();
Student c = new GradStudent();

a.calculateGrade(); // uses the Student 
version
b.calculateGrade(); // uses the UnderGrad 
version
c.calculateGrade(); // uses the GradStudent 
vers

Even though the variables a, b, and c are of type student.



  

Dynamic Binding

In Java, polymorphism happens at runtime not compile 
time. The term “Dynamic Binding” or “Late Binding” java 
determines which overridden method to call at run time 
rather than at compile time:

public void calc (Student s) {
s.calculateGrade();

}



  

Static Binding

Also called “Early Binding”, java determines which 
overloaded method to call at compile time rather than at 
run time:

Fraction f1 = new Fraction();
Fraction f2 = new Fraction(2,3);
Fraction f3 = new Fraction(“2/3”);
Fraction f4 = new Fraction(f3);



  

Overriding vs. 
Overloading

●  Easy to confuse!

●  Overloading: When two methods in a class have the 
same name, but different parameter lists. Evaluated at 
compile time (Static Binding)

●  Overriding: When a subclass has the same method as 
its super class. Evaluated at runtime (Dynamic Binding)



  

SUPER Keyword
● When you want to refer to a class's super class, you 
can use the super keyword

● To call a super class's constructor you use it like:
super();  or   super(x, y, z);

 Nothing can precede this code!

● To call methods specifically from the super class 
(mostly used to differentiate overridden methods), you 
can use it like this:     

● super.calculateGrade();



  

SUPER Keyword
● An overridden method that uses the super keyword is 
said to be “partially overridden.”

● If a constructor does not explicitly include a call to 
super(), it is implicitly included.



  

Downcasting
Consider when you call non-overriden methods in a 

polymorphic situation:

Student s = new GradStudent();
GradStudent g = new GradStudent();

int ID1 = s.getID();   //Compiler 
error
int ID2 = g.getID();   //Legal

But what if you wanted the ID of s?



  

Downcasting
Downcast!  This means casting down the tree (casting a 

superclass to a subclass).

Student s = new GradStudent();

int ID1 = ((GradStudent) s).getID();



  

The Object Class
● The universal Superclass!

● All classes (secretly) extend the Object class

● Includes: 

     public String toString() 
     public boolean equals()

● Can be used to collect anything and everything! Consider:

     Object[] objects;
    public void foo (Object obj) {}



  

Abstract Classes
A class that can't be instantiated – it is just there to 

share code through inheritance.  You can extended it 
though, which is its only purpose.

public abstract class Student {

}

Student a = new UnderGrad();
Student b = new GradStudent();
Student c = new Student(); // fails!



  

Abstract Classes
Even though they cannot be instantiated, Abstract 

classes can have constructors!   These are used entirely 
for the purpose of inheritance, in case a subclass wants 
to use it to initialize private instance variables.



  

Interfaces
A collection of related methods:

public interface FlyingObject {

void fly();
  boolean isFlying();
}

public class Bird implements FlyingObject 
{

}



  

Interfaces
When a class implements an interface, it inherits 

nothing from the interface*. It merely serves as an 
organizational category that is 

1. Cross-hierarchical, and / or 

 2. can connect unrelated classes.
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